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COVERING
ONE'STRACKS
Desert Roads from Memory to Fable

L MASSI, h c h a e l Ondaatje's English Patient,
travels through the North African Sahara as

over water in times of dearth. The young often migrate because the "people of Wadi'l Ouyoun are like

exalted lover, a manwho has discovered his Eldorado,
and has lost it to war and politics. He dwells on a
Bedouin's face, relishes the names of winds and
watches a boy dancing next to a bonfire:

Wadi's inhabitants could not make out. It isn't long
before the Emir's soldiers evict Motab's folks from
the Wadi to clear the way for monstrous oil-extraction machinery. O n the same day, Motab mysteriously disappears, last seen riding his camel eastward.
Wadi'l Ouyoun, a lost Eden rather than an Eldorado,
later acquires a mythical quality in the eyes of the
emled community. So does Motab htmself, hts hopedfor return a focus of the community's aspirations.
Memory replaces the desert as

Here in the desert, which had been an old sea
where nothing was strapped down or permanent,
everything drifted -like the shift of linen across
the boy as if he were embracing or freeing himself from an ocean of his o w n blue afterbirth. A

man's desired curse and his dangerous game. Just
as it allows him to travel towards freedom, it becomes his prison. And, in this permanent journey,
he reconstitutes the world, his desires and illu~ions.~

He can tell a tribesman from another by the taste of
saliva on the date the men chew and pass around. A1
Massi is searching for the lost oasis of Zanura, but it
is sensual experience, rather than science or vainglory, that drives his quest - and it is sensual experience more than anything that drives Ondaatje's
writing. When the Second World War breaks out
and choices canno longer be postponed, it comes as
no surprise that the explorer opts for "a richness of
lovers and tribes" rather thanmaps and a r m i e ~ . ~

A1 Massi and Motab are very different characters
but both become heroes by rejecting and circumventing loss. Both men, in other words, are resisting
history because it has no respect for the sanctity of
the desert. While AI Massi swims against the tide of
war, loses the fight, and reconstructs his fabulous

earth he has ever known and loved. The
ives on passing caravans, extending Arab
in times of plenty and Eighting rival tribes

grant driving through the Australian desert.' Hiam,
an educated Jordanian woman married to a Palestinian man, drives her husband's taxi out of Adelaide,

northward, following a family trauma. Her daughter
Zena and her husband Masoud, both lost to her in
different ways, hover in the back of her mind.
Masoud, who must work as a taxi driver even though
he has qualified as an engineer, is gradually overwhelmed by the indignities and disappointments of
migration. To make matters worse, Zena's estrangement from her family grows, as she rejects her parents' restrictions o n cross-ethnic dating and

psyche was disturbing.The road was obliging every
time and she left the game in d i s g ~ s t . ~
In crossing the Australian desert, Hiam was not
only trying to come to terms with a life crisis, performing a "purgatory of repetition" in the aftermath
of the breakdown of her family.1° She was, as Eva
Sallis pointed out in an interview, "colonizing" a foreignplace, hernew country, and dealing inher o w n

ond pertains to the alienated migrant. Clearly, the

~yis allowed to reconstitute the world, Hiam's
is the landscape which makes such a fusion
ble. It is, in other words, the scene of her casculptor of the four presidential heads on
ushmore in South Dakota and anti-Semitic

the landscape, in order to contain its unfamiliarity.
In Borglum's case, this is done almost literally: "So
tireless was Borglum's self-promotion that it is not
too much to suggest that, somewhere in his mind,
the mountain.""

a's book - resists perhaps more tenaciously
and physical colonization by humans. Where
ns are unruly heights waiting to be scaled,
and givensemantic shape, deserts offer their

Masoud's career never realized - she has a capacity
for happiness that is most in evidence in the way she
nurtures old memories, at once vehicles of loss and
remedies for the pain of separation: "She awoke in

resist the shaping power of humanirnagerybethey fail to inspire it, as Hiam was to discover:

pectedly and she clutched at it, rolling it over, savouring it."12
While her flight to the desert is rendered in the
past tense, her flashbacks are narrated in the present.
This reversal ofthe temporality of the novel creates

tilted ideas trotted by like low trees and
d bushes, and the road accommodated them.
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from,the landscape become more painful and abrupt,
with heat waves and small towns and kangaroo carcasses punctuating the road. Stories - hallucinatory
visions, dreams and fairy tales - begin to dominate
herimaginationand ours. Th~s,I thought, was where
the novel's strength lies, in Sallis' ability to enact and
balance against each other those three elements of
Hiam's experience: her emotional turmoil and its
history, her interaction with the Australian landscape,
and, my,her eventual redemption, the outcome of
a therapeuticfusion of reality and memory into something resembling fable.

H

in Australia which, although subjected to harsh judgements by the dominating Anglo-Celtic culture, lacks
the representationaland political means of challenging the prevailing views. In Ham, there is no debate
between the different e t h c communities, only blind
prejudice and mutual contempt. Significantly, Hiam's
powerlessness as a migrant is most acutely felt when
quizzed by Australians about her presumed powerlessness as a Muslim woman:
IAM BELONGS TO an Arab minority

The first time someone asked her what it was like
growing up as a woman she was so confused that
she stared, her mind sidling away rapidly like a
crab on the seafloor. . . She had not realized how
strange Australians would be and how powerful
their view of her would be. She had stopped speaking to people but earlier she had occasionally tried.
She senses now that unless she says what they
already think, their pity grows the more she
speaks. She finds the words dead on her lips and
the sound of things precious to her becoming
weak and piping as she looks into eyes that think
they know something else about her. She and her
friends know one thing clearly: being Muslim is
not highly thought of and Australia itself is.
"It must be wonderful for you to live in Australia!"I3
Apart from the obvious irony, the celebratory blindness of the last sentence is cruel: it sounds like a complete closure, a final word killing off the possibility
of real communication. Sallis captures here two crucial moments of migration, two sobering discoveries
migrants make, which are constitutive of their experiences. There is, on the one hand, the importance of
the viewibf the dominating culture in the migrant's
self-identity' giving rise to an encumbering self-con26 overland. 159.2000

sciousness -words dying on one's lips. There is also
the impossibility, or so it seems, of changing these
views, even when they are as demeaning and naive
as the ones that Hiam encounters - the blindness of
"eyes that thmk they know somedung else about her".
And if it is impossible to counter prejudice, it is not
only because prejudice is deeply entrenched and
faithfully perpetuated by the mainstream media.
More important perhaps is the fact that the objects
of prejudice -Muslim men and women, middle-aged
Russian migrants, Vietnamese teenagers and so on remain marginal in the dominating culture.They do
not get the attention that might have led to scrutiny
and change, even if prejudice and hostility is, as one
might expect, high on the migrant's agenda. The intensity of prejudice, in other words, reflects the degree of presence of the ethnic community in the
mainstream culture.That is why encounters such as
the one Hiam makes with Australians are so fraught
with politics, even when they are perceived by both
parties as the most private of conversations.
A review of Hiam in the Bulletin, sent to me by
Sallis' publisher, turned out to be a curious extension
into real life of the misunderstanding depicted in the
above scene. The review talks about a "close-knit
Muslim community" and says:
Australians, from the perspective of the female
members of the clan, are not much better tha
prostitutes . . . After discovering that Australians
have little regard for her religion and culture, Hiam
has retreated into herself and abandoned the effort to make friends . . . keenly aware of any slight
to her husband's honour, Hiam is powerless to
prevent the many humiliations and disappoi
ments he is forced to endure. l 4
Throughout this short article, there is an unrnistakable sense in which the reviewer herself has little
regard for Hiam's religion and culture. While th
is nothing wrong with this per se, almost a third
the account is about the Muslim community's rac
views of Australians. No question at all of Hia
strength, of Australian prejudice, of the dilemmas
the migration experience, of Masoud's work pro
lems as opposed to his preoccupation with his '
our'. We're back into firm normative territory
where the characters ofthe novel are tom out o
context and conveyed to us with the same old ke
words: Islam, honour, powerlessness of women a
so on. Hiam's problem, we gather from the article,
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